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finding casts doubt on several research papers in the
fie1d of po11.mer mechanochemistry where chemists
use mechanical force rather than light or heat to make
and break bonds.

Questions about research from ChristopherW.
Bielawski's lab at UT Austin were raised earlier this
year when the j ournal Science prtblished an editorial
expression ofconcern over a high-profiie zou paper
from his group (DOI: r o. uz6/ science.t zoT 934; C &EN,
June 3o, page 7).

In recent weeks, two more editorial expressions of
concern about research from Bielawski's group have
appeared in the j ournal s P olym er Ch emistry (D O1:
t o.tq9 I c4pygoo8Ta) and Chetnical Science (DOI:
ro.ro39/c4sc9oo48k).

Officials at UT Austin tell C&EN that their investi-
gation lnto the matter has concluded: "One author of
several papers in question told UT officials that he or
she-acting alone-had falsified and otherwise mis-
represented data or figures in the papers, which 1ed to
the finding of scientific misconduct."

University officials say federal privacy laws
prohibit them from dir,ulging anyfunher infor-
mation, such as the identity of the student. Aside
from Bieiawski, however, the common coauthor on
all three papers is KellyM. Wiggins, a former gradriate
student in Bielawski's group. Neither Bieiawski norWig-
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gins has so far replied to C&EN's requests for comment.
The finding of sclentific misconduct also ca11s

into question other papers published byWiggins and
Bielawski, including a zon paper inthe Jowtmal of Poly-
tnet' Science Pafi A: Polymer Chetnistry, a zorz paper pub-
lished inAngewandte Chetnie, and several papers that
appeared in th e Jownal of the American Chetnical Society
(JACS) over the course of multiple years.

Glenn S. Ruskin, director of the American Chemical
Society's Office of Public Affairs, teI1s C&EN that UT
Austin has been in touch regarding the JACS papers. "In
light of these communications, we are presentlywork-
ingwith relevant parties to determine an appropriate
course ofaction in response," he says. ACS also pub-
lishes C&EN.

The research was funded by the Army Research Of-
fice and the Welch Foundation. Both organizations
saythey rely on universities to investigate matters of
misconduct.

Bielawski is no longer on the faculry at UT Austin.
He's moved to Ulsan National Institute of Science &
Technolog;r, in South Korea.

Wiggins joined the Beckman Institute at
the University of Illinois, Urbana-Cham-
paign, as a postdoctoral lellow in zor3. Of-
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SCIENTIFIC MISCONDUCT:
Student's actions out multiole

research paperi in doubt'
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ficials there say she left the insti-
rute for personal
reasons.-
BETHANY
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The Royal Society ofCb€nlistry has b€en contact€d by rhe cores
111e Universily ofTeMs at Austin regardingconcerns ofscierti6
has infblm€d us thaian investigation to:sceruint]le validiq, of
place.

Chemical Science is publishing this expression of concern i

reliabiliry ofthe data repofted in the article. we have contacted r

ANTITERRORISM Congress approves securitylegislation for chemical facilities

Congress passed legislation last week
that will reauthorize a Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) antiterror-
ism program for chemical plants for
four years. President Barack Obama was
expected to sign the measure into law.

The bill (H.R.4OO7) will extend the
Chemical Facility Anti-Terrorism Stan-
dards (CFATS) program, which DHS
created in2OO7 under a congressional
directive.

It requires industrial facilities that
make, use, or store threshold quanti-
ties of any of more than 3OO hazardous

chemicals to assess their risks and sub-
mit site security plans to DHS for review
and approval. The department then re-
quires the facilities to implement protec-
tive measures based on their level of risk.

To address a backlog of site security
plans awaiting DHS review, the legisla-
tion creates a procedure to expedite the
approval of security plans for facilities
deemed lower risk by the department.
Other changes include whistle-blower
protections for plant employees who
report unsafe conditions and a role for
union representatives to participate

in decisions related to plant security.
Securing a multiyear reauthorization

of CFATS has been a high priority for the
chemical industry, which wants more
regulatory certainty for its operations.
Congress has been continuing the pro-
gram year to year through the appropria-
tions process.

"We applaud Congress for coming
together to pass a long-term solution for
regulating security that will help create a
stronger foundation for CFATS," says the
American Chemistry Council, an industry
trade group.-GLENN HESS
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